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EVC Series

EVC 130

EVC 350

EVC 150

EVC 950

EVC MCU Series Features
 High Definition 1080p30 Multipoint up to 10 site VC Codec .
 HD Camera 18x Total zoom
 Input/Output: Camera in, Presentation in -2 , Audio in, Video out -2 ,











Audio out
Presentation support with Dual Video and Dual Monitor .
Desktop / Mobile Calling.
Audio Micpod can be cascaded upto 4 Numbers.
Recording and Playback thro USB.
Recording on iSCSI storage is enabled.
Wireless Screen share from desktop and image share from smartphone.
Collaboration from ipad / android tablet.
Snapshot and Web management
Built-in SIP server.
Skype for business support.

SVC Series
(World’s first hardware with WebRTC calling)

SVC 100 / 500

SVC Series features




















High Definition 1080p60 Point to Point & Multipoint up to 16 site VC Codec
HD Camera 18x Total zoom
Input/Output: Camera in -2 , Presentation in -2 , Audio in, Video out -2 , Audio out
Presentation support with Dual Video and Dual Monitor
Built in Recording and Playback thro USB. External recording at USB and iSCSI.
Wireless Screen share from desktop and image share from smartphone.
Snapshot and Web management
Built-in Skype for business support
Dual camera + Dual Presentation
Built in Storage – 32 GB
WebRTC support – optional
Streaming RTMP
Mobile / Laptop calling.
Collaboration from Ipad and android tablet.
Skype for Business
Built in SIP server
4 Video simultaneous Transmission ( Dual Video + Dual PPT)

Introducing VB342

Actual

1 USB 3.0 cable for 3 key functions
8

4K 94 degree Camera
Speaker
Microphone

Compatible Applications

Collaboration Software
 EZMeetup
 VCLink
 EZ Draw
 PTZApp

 EZLive

Collaboration Software


EZMeetup - Mobility software/app is a practical, collaborative program designed
especially for AVer’s multipoint video conferencing systems. It allows users to extend
video conferencing from traditional conference rooms to desktops, laptops, tablets and
smartphones. As SIP servers, AVer multipoints can allow 3 to 9 EZMeetup users to
register and communicate with each other. Users will enjoy clear images and sound,
ensuring that those important people can enjoy high-quality video conferencing
wherever they are.



VCLink - With this fantastic mobile application, AVer VC users can wirelessly present
live images or snapshots taken with an iPad 2, iPhone or Android mobile device,
allowing far site users to quickly see reports and physical objects close up. On top of
that, meeting attendees can use VCLink to control their AVer video conferencing
system directly on an iPad, iPhone or Android mobile device, instantly transforming it
into a second remote control.

CONTD…


EZ Draw – Aver’s EZDraw app is a cutting-edge tool for collaborative communication
on AVer’s EVC300 and EVC900 video conferencing systems. Available for either
Android tablets or iPads, EZDraw lets EVC300 and EVC900 users draw, write and
highlight on either a shared desktop or shared virtual interactive whiteboard, making it
even easier to share ideas, discuss proposals and build consensus with colleagues too
far away for face to face meetings. Edited images can be easily saved in the popular
PNG format, allowing you to keep an easily-accessible record of the discussion
process.



PTZApp - Is an innovative industry-first software program that makes the conference
camera more powerful than ever. Compatible with PC and Mac computers, the PTZApp
assists with firmware upgrades as well as providing a host of functions such as
answering/hanging up via remote control, controlling the conference camera via the
PTZapp, adjusting the camera's image quality, diagnosing operating status, and
viewing live video from the camera. Most important of all, it’s free



EZLive - AVer’s new EZLive is a powerful application that lets users easily record
video, livestream, and capture images during real-time video conferencing. EZLive is a
free application that is available on all AVer USB cameras and makes them an even
more effective collaboration tool.

